
Day 1. Depart from San Francisco to Tokyo, Japan, arrive Tokyo on next day

Day 2. Transfer to accommodation. visit Walmart Japan and Don Quijote

Day 3.The center of Odaiba is Aquacity Odaiba. It includes a shopping mall with a 
300-meter-long boutique street, a multi-flex cinema that employs the latest acoustic 
and screen technologies, and a gourmet zone that stretches over 15,000 square meters, 
which is obviously the largest such zone in Japan.

Day 4. Shinto shrine (神社 jinja, archaic: shinsha, meaning: "place of the god(s)"[is a 
structure whose main purpose is to house ("enshrine") one or more Shinto (神道 
Shintō) kami.
Over 100 boutiques jostle for attention in the multi-storey Laforet mall, which has been 
the ground zero of Harajuku fashion – and a bastion of Lolita-style cutesiness – for 
over 30 years
Since the release of the first game in 1996, Pokémon has become an international hit 
spanning borders, cultures and generations. This special exhibition presents 
entertaining experiences to learn about scientific methods and processes such as 
observation and classification, with Pokémon as the subjects. 
 Day 5.Explore the Tsukiji Fish Market, famous as being the world’s largest
Asakusa (浅草) is a district in Taitō, Tokyo, Japan, famous for the Sensō-ji, a Buddhist 
temple dedicated to the bodhisattva Kannon. There are several other temples in Asakusa, 
as well as various festivals, such as the Sanja Matsuri.

 
Day 6.  TAKARASAGASHI is a figure shop in Akihabara the sells premium, high 
quality figures. Here is a message from the shop staff to TOM users: “We have an 
abundant selection of figures and goods. 2. SEGA arcade was chosen as the first in 
'The 20 Coolest Arcades in the World' ranking by American media. 
Day 7.Visit the Ramen Museum in Yokohama
The Cup Noodles Museum is a fun and interactive museum in Yokohama's Minato Mirai 
District that shows the history of instant ramen noodles using a combination of whimsical 
exhibits and hands on workshops. It was opened by the Nissin Food company, whose 
founder invented instant ramen noodles in 1958 as a fast and convenient food. 

Program includes:> 

>All JR train in all days in Japan 
> Stay at 3+ Star Hotels 6 nights 
> All lunches
> All breakfasts
> Air between San Francisco to 
Tokyo
  > Free Visa for US citizen
> A tour guide>
> Welcome and Departure 
dinners 

International Study Abroad Program in Japan 
BUS 72 (29362): Principles of Retailing, Intersession of 
Spring, 2018 3 units, (CSU transferable, Associate Degree 
applicable credits)Trip: May 28 to June 4, 2018, Class at Merritt 
on 6/9,6/16J What you will learn from this trip:

1. Tokyo city retail business.
2. Robots, gadgets and latest technology

3. Castles, temples and city attraction.
4. Efficient transportation network
5. Japanese food and drink

6. Manga and animation culture and
business.

7. Historical vs Modern Architecture.

8. Japanese traditional art business* 
,

FOR ACADEMIC AND REGISTRTION QUESTIONS CONTACT: Professor Simon Chan
Prof SIMON CHAN, Bus instructor at Merritt College, has 20 years of experience traveling in Japan included "Cycling around Japan in 15 Days", He was a Sales Excutive for an 
international trading entrepreneurship in China, Indonesia and Hong Kong. He was a guest speaker in Asian Television Hong Kong for a tourist Programs to share his tavel 
experience in Greece and Russia. Phone:510-434-3819 or ychan@peralta.edu
FOR STUDY ABROAD AND REGISTRATION QUESTIONS CONTACT: DREW GEPHART: Creates and manages office of International Education trips. Phone: 510-587-7834 or 
email: dgephart@peralta.edu
FOR Japan TRIP LOGISTICS CONTACT: Prof. Simon Chan 510-434-3819 

Earn 3 transferable  units while Study Abroad

Deposit required: $500.00 non-refundable 
should be paid by March 10st, 2018 to 
ensure your flight ticket and space for the 
Program.
SAVED: If you make full payment by 
February 20th, 2018, you will have 
$300.00 discount from this trip.
Registration requirement:Deposit,copy 
of Passport and proof of Insurance

TOTAL COST OF PROGRAM: 
$3,250.00 ($300 off if fully paid by 2/20)

Deposit Deadline: March 10, 2018 
Final Payment: March 30, 2018 CONTACT 

FOR Tour info: Simon Chan 510-434-3819 or Lindan 
Travel 510-763-7957
 REGISTRATION QUESTIONS: Drew Gephart 

 510-587-7834

Program does not include: 
> All Dinner in Japan
> Tuition fees
> Your fantastic attitude and willingness 
to adapt to another culture
>visa fee( if you are not US citizen)
>Travel and medical insurance**
>Visa for non-US passport

Tour spots may vary

Day 8.Depart for US. With the changes check-in has become much more 
efficient and security lines are usually fast. So there is more time for 
browsing and shopping in the air




